68 Chrysler B-Body Adaptor Plug

This wiring adaptor is designed to make the column a simple plug and play item. Simply plug the column side into the matching connector and then plug the dash side into the other connector.

Please note that the ididit column comes equipped with emergency flashers. Your vehicle was originally designed with this switch located on the dash. We have included a loose brown wire and connector set with the 68 Chrysler B-Body wire adaptor so the dash emergency flasher function could be moved to the column.

If you do not wish to change the emergency flasher location simply leave the brown wire disconnected. The wire is insulated therefore there shouldn’t be any issues with it.

If you do wish to use the converted column switch, simply remove the red feed wire on the flasher switch and attach it to our connector. This can be accomplished by creating a short jumper with the supplied terminal and connector to connect the loose brown wire on this adaptor. Once the brown wire is plugged in, the switch on the column will now control the emergency flashers.